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T ntroduc:tion. Saanich, a dialect of North Straits Salish, I has a very productivc aspectual 
;fpheme, the 'actual' (a kind of imperfective), with three variants whose distrihution is 

lredictahle from the phonetic environment but seem to have nothing phonetically in 
common: a nl infIX, C1 reduplication, and metathesis of Cz and a following vowel. Th.:se 
are exemplified in (1)-(3).2 

la. taqW~1) 

b. ta1qW~rJ 

2a. iap' 
b. i3i-~p' 

'cough' 
'coughing' 

'eat (with a spoon)' 
'eating (soup)' 

'extinguish it' 
'extinguishing it' 

IThe Saanich data discussed here were collected at East Saanich Reserve during the 
summers of 1979, 1980, 1981, 1985, and 1987. Fieldwork was supported by grants from 
the Phillips Fund of the American Philosophical Society, the Jacobs Funds of the 
Whatcom Museum, a National Endowment for the Humanities Summer Stipend, and 
Faculty Research Grants from the University of North Texas. I thank Elsie Claxton 
Violet Williams, Manson Pelkey, Earl Claxton, Norman Williams, and the late CeCilia 
Jim and Baptist Jimmy for their time and interest in helping me understand and preserve 
their languages. 

~e distinctive sounds of Saanich are: Ip t c kIN q qW p' t'9 t' ~ c k"" q' q"" 1 
9 s oJ ~ x'" ~ ~w h m n I y w I) m' n' r y vi I)' i e ~ a/. !k/ and stressed /u/ occur in 
only a few loan words from European languages. Other instances of lu/ are 
pho~ol~gically predictable variants of /wI or /vI/. In this paper prefIXes and suffixes 
are mdlcated where relevant with a hyphen; c1itics are indicated with a subscript hyphen. 
C indicates any consonant; V is any stressed vowel; v is any unstressed vowel; X 
represents zero or more segments. For details on Saanich phonolo!:,'Y and morpholll!:,'Y 
see MontIer 1986. 
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In MontIer 1986 I describe in detail the distribution of these three allomorphs and show 
how the occurrence of each can be predicted from the shape of the stem. In this papcr 1 
show how nearly all instances of these three forms of thl: 'al.:tual' call he related to a singlc 
underlying principle. The proposed underlying form is an IIbstract CVCC template which 
attaches to the stressed vowel of the stem. This templute functions as II sort of !'rocrustl:an 
bed to which the available phonological material of the stem must conform. 

Section 2 is a summary-amended from Montier 1986--of the distributionul facts of the 
three forms of the 'actual'. Section 3 shows how the three forms are related to II CVCC 
common phonological denominator. Since the implementation of the 'actual' template is 
not entirely straightforward, and its effects are often obscured by later regular phonological 
processes, I first show its application in the clear cases then account for the superficially 
divergent forms. The conclusion, section 4, summmizes the procedure for forming Saanich 
'actuals'. 
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2. The distribution or the 'actunl' allomorphs.3 The glottal stop infIX is the most common 
of the three forms. Since there arc apparent variations in the position of this form itself, 
the rule for its placement is the most complicated--it is the 'elsewhere' case. The other two 
forms, reduplication and metathesis, are less common only because their typical environment 
is less common. I will begin with a description of the distribution of the two simpler cases 
and then go on to the infixed forms. 

2.1. Reduplication. The 'actual' is formed by reduplication of the first consonant of a 
evc root when stress is on the root and the root either 1) stands alone as a stem by itself 
or 2) is followed by a suffIX beginning with a consonant. The copy of C1 appears after the 

~e term 'actual' in reference to this aspect was first used by Thompson and 
Thompson 1969 and 1971 in their description of K1allam (the other Straits Salish 
language). Demers 1974 discusses the phonology of the 'actual' morpheme in Lummi, 
and Efrat 1978 describes some forms of the infIXed form of the 'actual' in SOllke and 
Saanich. Lummi and Sooke are two other dialects of North Straits Salish. 

Though the semantics of this aspect is not the subject of this paper, it is worth a few 
words. The 'actual' is a kind of imperfective often translated with English 'be .. .ing'. It 
often has a continuative or progressive but never habitual or repetitive meaning. It 
seems that it can occur in words which are basically inchoative, stative, or resultive as 
well as in those which are basically active. It is fully productive and, in words which 
translate into English as verbs, it is very easy to elicit. I have directly elicited hundreds 
of actual/non-actual pairs in both Klallam and Saanich, and I have encountered many 
more in Saanich texts. 
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stressed vowel and is followed by a schwa. That is C.VC becomes C1VC1:'lC, and CtVe. 
CVX becomes C.VC1aC-CVX. Examples (4)-(7) illustrate the former, amI example (X), 
which has the I-s;)nl 'foot' suffIX. illustrates the latter. In each example the (a) form is in 
the 'non-actual' and the (b) form is in the 'actual'. 

4a. sqen' 'It's stolen.' 
b. qeq;m' 'He's stealing.' 

5a. t'ge1 'be on top' 
b. t'get'9;)1 'riding (a horse)' 

6a. qW~f 'say' 
b. qW;5qw;)f 'saying (something)' 

7a. s-kwul 'school' 
b. s-kwukw;)f 'going to school' 

Sa. oliJCWsan 
b. ?i?_olH;)JCWsan' 

'trip (lit. snag-foot), 
'tripping' 

Note that prefIXes and c1itics do not form any part of the environment for reduplication. 
(7), a recent loan from English, indicates the productivity of this process. The initial lsi in 
the word is treated as the very common Is-/ 'nominalizer' prefIX and the remaining 
segments as a typical evc root. 

All sonorant consonants in the 'actual' forms other than those in prefIXes or c1itics are 
glottalized. Glottalization of sonorant consonants accompanies the 'actual' aspect in all of 
its forms. In the reduplicated and metathesis forms it is all non-initial resonants that 
become gloltalized, and in the infIXed form it is all resonants following the stressed vowel. 

2.2. Metathesis. The 'actual' is formed by metathesis of the second root consonant and a 
following vowel in two situations: 1) when the root is Cc. i.e. underlyingly vowelless, and 
it is followed by a suffIX beginning with a vowel, such as I-'Jt/ 'control transitive' or /-drY 
'control middle', and 2) when the root has three consonants and the shape CCVc. In both 
cases C.C; VC becomes CIVC;c. 
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In Montier 1986 I show that the set of two consonant roots which take the metathesis 
form of the 'actual' is the same set of roots that allow stress to fall on a set of suffixes4 Ihal 
are otherwise never stressed. In other words the vowels of this set of sutlixt~S take stress 
only when there is no other vowel in the word. When is vowelless root occur~ without 
suffixes, a lal is automatically inserted between the two consonants, and this may then take 
stress and the reduplicated form of the 'actual'.~ 

Examples (9)-(17) are clear examples of this form of the 'actual'. Each is hased on a 
CC vowelless root followed by the 'control transitive' suffIX. 

9a. xW_q'p';)t 'patch it' 
b. xW_q'~p't 'patching it' 

lOa. sq'~t 'tear it' 
b. s~q't 

-, , 
'tearing it' 

11a. slS~t 'push it' 
b. sa1$t 'pushing it' 

12a. ~eat 'whip it' 
b. ?i?_~:set 'whipping it' 

13a. tkWat 'break it (a stick), 
b. takWt 'breaking it' 

14a. tqw:st 'tighten it' 
b. taqWt 'tightening it' 

15a. t'sat 'broke it' 
b. t':Sst 'breaking it' 

16a. 9JCW~t 'straighten it out' 
b. 9aJCWt 'straightening it out' 

~ese suffIXes are /-'Jtl 'control transitive', l-nax'"'l 'non-control transitive', l-arY 
'control middle', I-sat! 'reflexive', l-taV 'control reciprocal', and /_staxwl 'causative'. 

sly':Jq/ 'big' is such a root. It occurs reduplicated as Itay;)ql (with the I~I - Iyl 
alternation discussed below) in the 'actual'. When ly'Jql occurs with I-sat/ 'reflexive' or 
l-stax"'l 'causative', two of the suffIXes which are ordinarily unstressed, the suffix gets the 
stress. This root occurs stressed only when there is no suffix. 



17a. 8~~t 

b. 8:S~t 

'shove it' 
'shoving it' 
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Note that in these examples as in the reduplicated forms, prefixes and c1itics take no 
pa~t in the process and do not form an environment for its application. 

The 'actual' occurs as metathesis also in roots whose underlying form is CCVC. That 
is CCVC roots appear in the 'actual' aspect as CVCc. Examples (18) and (19) iIIustrale 
. ',is. 

18a. N~k"" 'pinch' 
b. t'8~ik"" 'pinching' 

19a. A'p~, 'scatter' 
b. A'~p, 'scattering' 

2.3. Infixation. The 'actual' is formed with a glottal stop affIXed after the stressed vowel 
in environments not covered by the reduplication or metathesis environments. The most 
common environment for the infIX is where the stressed vowel of the root occurs in an 
open syllable.6 Stems containing a stressed vowel followed by ev are very common; they 
are usually formed of a evc root and a ve suffIX. The effect the 'actual' infIX has on such 
stems varies depending on the quality of the vowels and of the second consonant. The 

6Although a precise definition of syllables in Saanich is not required for this analysis, 
I assume that they are fairly ordinary. A syllable has a one consonant onset and may 
have a coda of one or more consonants that decrease in sonority from the nucleus, which 
is a single or, rarely, a geminate vowel. In so far as stress must be assigned to prosodic 
units, the only units significant to stress assignment in Saanich are syllables defined in 
this way. Hoard (1978) and others have claimed that many other types of syllables 
including all kinds of syllabic obstruents, even syllabic glottal stops, must be recognized 
in Salishan languages. Certainly a word like Saanich lkf~He1/ 'fifty' must be 
pronounced with four or five expiratory pulses corresponding to four or five peaks of 
relative sonority. But it's useful (as Pike 1947 points out) to distinguish between 
phonetic expiratory pulses and phonological syllables. The Saanich word for 'fifty' has 
not four or five syllables but only two phonological CVC syllables. All other segmental 
material is extrasyllabic in the sense used in Clements and Keyser 1983. Saanich (and 
other Salishan languages) are unusual in that they have no or only minimal restrictions 
on what extrasyllabic material can occur on the surface. 

simplest case is where the stressed vowel is IiI, lei, or 1M (i.e. not 15f) and the second 
cOllsonant is not /1/.7 Examples (20)-(26) illustrate this environment. 

20a. 'l it'll;)!] 
b. ?f?t'll;,rj 

21a. ?et':lt 

'get dressed' 
'getting dressed' 

b. k-i_?e?t':lt 
'wipe it' 

'wiping it' 

22a. ?ii:ln_s:ln 'eat' 
b. kWi_?i1i:ln' 'eating' 

23a. (!aq"":l!] ,<" 'sweat' 
b. ~a1qlW:lrj 'sweating' 

24a. weq:ls 
b. we?q:lS 

25a. x-it:l!] 

'yawn' 
'yawning' 

b. ?i?_xWi?t:lrj 
'jump' 
'jumping' 

26a. ?am:lt 
b. kWi_?a?m':lt 

'sleep' 
'sleeping' 

When the stressed vowel is an underlying I~/, it is replaced by leI as in examples (. 
(29). 

27a. J:S~:l!] 

b. ,en:lrj 
'trip' 
'tripping' 

7In Montier 1986 I more or less consistently did not include the glottal stop in 
representations of the 'actual' form of words with a resonant following the stressed vowel 
such as example (26). That is, I wrote (26b) as /?am':ltl. The phonetic realization is 
actually [?a?m':lt) or [?a?m;)t) or [?am';)t), but a sequence of stressed vowel-glottal 
stop-resonant never contrasts on the surface with a sequence stressed vowel-glottalize::d 
resonant. 
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2&1. oi5t';,m 'fish for herring' 
b. kWoi _ oiC'/t'am' 'herring fishing' 

29a. t5~:llt 'turn it upright' 
b. kW{_ten~lt 'turning it upright' 

When the stressed vowel is If! or leI and is followed by 11/ there is a tendency for a 
schwa to be inserted between the infix and the 11/. The 'actual' in such cases has two 
apparently freely varying forms as in (30) and (31): 

30a. hn~1J 'fall from a height' 
b. hf'lr~rj - hf'/~r:lrj 'falling' 

31a. qel~e 'spin' 
b. qe'lf:;,e - qe'l~r:;,C' 'spinning' 

3.0. Toward a unified nccounL The data presented thus rar represent the clearest cuses.s 

To see the underlying pattern it will be best to look first at metathesis and inflXatjon. The 
phonological common denominator for these two forms is that both create"a C_CC 
environment for the stressed vowel. Metathesis rearranges the phonological material of the 
stem so that CCVC becomes CVCC, and intixation turns CVCX into CVCCX. 

The reduplicated forms in examples (4)-(8) do not obviously follow the same pattern 
as metathesis and infIXation. Reduplication seems to turn a CVC stem into CVCvC rather 
than CVCC. This second vowel in the reduplicated 'actual' is always an unstressed schwa. 
There are several possible explanations for the source of this schwa. It may be (as assumed 
in Montier 1986) that the 'actual' is formed in these cases by regressive reduplication of a 
full CV taking the main stress and that the schwa is derived from the root vowel by the 
regular process in Saanich that reduces all unstressed vowels to /'d/. Another possibility is 
that the rule for the reduplicated form of the 'actual' states explicitly that a copy of C1 

followed by /'dl be infIXed after the stressed vowel of the root. While either of these two 

8 Aside from the the forms obscured by later phonological processes to be discussed 
below, there are around ten words which are apparent 'actual' forms but do not fall into 
any of these regular classes. See Montier 1986 for a list of these. One, !1aaJ,/ 'go 
aboard' n:;,raf1~J,/ 'going aboard', is probably suppletive, and any of the others may 
not actually represent this aspect. 'Actual' forms are easy to elicit but problems arise 
with the English 'be .. .ing' frame. For example, if 'he's floating' is elicited the response 
would he /p'ak"'/, which is not an 'actual' form at all hut the regular 'resultive' of 
Ip':lkW" 'rise to the surface'. 

customary descriptions seems plausible, neither offers a satisfactory way of showing how the 
reduplicated form may be related to the infIXed and metathesis forms. Such a relationship 
is clear if we assume that reduplication also creates a C _ CC environment for the s!rcsscd 
vowel and that the unstressed schwa in the reduplicated forms is inserted hy a later 
phonological process; no reduplicated 'actual' is unaffected by later processes. There is 
evidence suggesting that at one stage in the derivation of the surface forms of the 
reduplicated 'actuals' the stem does conform to the CVCC pattern. This evidence comes 
from the 'actual' of CVC stems whose second consonant is Iyl, Iwl, or the glollalized 
counterpart of either or these. 

32a. tey 'canoe race' 
b. teti'/ 'canoe racing' 

33a. 'Kfw ", I run away' 
b. 'Kf'Ku'l 'running away' 

34a. qew 
b. s-qequ? 

'rest' 
'resting' 

The 'actual' forms of (32)-(34) show the effect of a regular process in Saanich which 
vocalizes the glides fy/, /wI, fYI, and /vI/ between obstruents or between an obstruent 
and a word boundary with the glottalized glides decomposing into the homorganic vowel and 
a glottal stop. This process must follow the 'actual' reduplication and, since there are I1Il 

other environments where glides become syllabic, the immediate input to glide vocalization 
for (32b), for example, must be /terjl, a form having the same CVCC pattern as produced 
by metathesis and infIXation. We must conclude that it is the 'actual' reduplication rule th 
produces this CVCC structure. If the 'actual' rule produced a CVC'dC structure then, ! 

schwa must be deleted to provide the environment for glide vocalization, but there is 
external motivation for such a schwa deletion rule.9 

If the 'actual' rule produces CVCc, then the appearance of the schwa in (2) and (4)-(8) 
must be accounted for. The necessary rule inserts /:;'/ in the environment CjVC,-C#, where 
Cj=Cj and # is a word boundary. Unfortunately this rule is no less ad hoc than a rule 
deleting 1:;,/ in this environment, but it does allow us to see the general pattern for all three 
forms of the 'actual', and it is consistent with the fact that no sequence CjVCjC# exists on 

91n Montier 1986 such a schwa deletion rule was proposed. This rule was intended 
to account for just such cases as those discussed here. All other examples of schwa 
deletion followed by glide vocalization can be better accounted for by assuming that the 
schwa is epenthetic in the forms that do not do not show vocaliz.ltion. 
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the surface in Saanich. This rule of schwa insertion must, of course, follow glide 
vocalization. 

A unified 'actual' formation process for the three forms, infIXation, reduplication, and 
metathesis, can be informally summarized as: achieve a evee structure. If the stressed 
syllable of the stem is open, close it with a glottal stop. If it is already closed, rearrange 
whatever is there into eVec. So if all that is there is eve, reduplicate the first e, and if 
there are three consonants, eevc. metathesize the vowel and the second consonant. 

As mentioned earlier, for the sake of perspicuity only the clearest cases have been 
r·· ,ented. I have systematically excluded two types of data: (1) those that exhibit 
I ,;;ological processes that apply to obscure the CVCC structure and (2) 'non-actual' stems 
bat are not of the form eevex, evevex, or eve (where X represents zero or more 

segments). In the following sections I present these data and explain their apparently 
divergent behavior. 

3.1. Epenthesis in sonorant clusters. The (a), 'non-actual', examples in (35)-(38) have 
the CCVC shape typical of stems that take the metathesis form of the 'actual'. These differ 
from examples (9)-(19) in that the third consonant here is a sonorant. 

35a. t"'q';SIJ 'drip' 
b. t"':Sq':>Jj 'dripping' 

36a. C't;S1) 'crawl' 
b. C':lt:>Jj 'crawling' 

37a. WWS:l1) 'count' 
b. J("" ;}s:>Jj 'counting' 

38a. ~t;S1J 'walk' 
b. kWoj. 3:lt:>Jj 'walking' 

The metathesis is obscured in the (b) examples by a regular process of epenthesis that 
splits a pair of consonants when the second is a sonorant. Thus the 'actual' rule applied 
to (35a), for example, produces !t'8~q'Jj!, and then the sonorant cluster is later split by 
epenthesis. This epenthesis rule must be quite late since it must follow the glide 
vocalization rule discussed above in section 3.0. 

The metathesis is obscured in examples (39)-(44) by the same process of epenthesis in 
sonorant clusters. In these examples the sonorant is the second consonant, so it is the 'non
actual' forms that have undergone the epenthesis. 
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39a. l':Sm':>t 'hit it' 
b. t'5m't 'hitting it' 

40a. q'5m':>t 'cut it in two' 
b. q';Sm't 'cutting it in two' 

41a. k"";SnJt 'look at it' 

b. WW:Sn't 'looking at it' 

42a. ~:Sn:>t 'bury it' 
b. t:Sn't 'burying it' 

43a. iSI:>t 'splash it' 
t, . 

b. i:srt 'splashing it' 

44a. kW;Sf:>t 'pour it out' 
b. kW:Sft 'pouring it out' 

In (39)-(44) the 'actual' forms conform to the CVCC target. Each of the roots is basically 
vowelless like those in examples (9)-(17) so that the input to 'actual' formation for (39), for 
example, is !rm'-';)t!. In the 'non-actual' the two consonants of the root are split by 
epenthesis and stress is then later assigned to this penultimate vowel. 

Examples (45)-(48) show this same epenthesis in basically cevC(C) roots. 

45a. ):>m'c? 'kick' 
b. lem'';)? 'kicking' 

46a. <l';)y':Sqw 'smash' 
b. oj.:Sy'qW 'smashing' 

47a. iq'ele 'moon' 
b. ieq'';)rC' 'it's a bright moon' 

48a. m:>I:SC' 'roll over' 
b. m;SrC' 'rolling over' 

3.2. Glide obstruentization. An unusual phonological process common to the Straits Salish 
languages causes some instances of underlying Iy! and /wI to surface as It! and /kw/. 
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respecttve1y:O Examples (49)-(51) show the effects of this process in 'non-ac!ual".lctual' 
pain-_ 

49a. c5q 
b. c:Sy';>q 

'big' 
'getting hig' 

50a. kWint;>1 'fight' 
b. kWiw':m't;>f 'fighting' 

51a. ~;)C~q' 

b. ~:Sy'q' 

'press down on' 
'pressing down on' 

'fhe underlying root in (49) is Iy'dq! and in (50) it is twin! (followed by the 'control 
reciprocal' suffIX). (49) and (50) thus exhibit 'actual' reduplication followed by glide 
obstruentization. The derivation of (49b), for example, proceeds in the following steps: 
stem Iy;)q/ ... 'actual' formation Iy'dy'q/ ... schwa epenthesis Iy;)y';)q/ ... glide 
obstruentization /C'dy''dq/. The relative ordering of these latter two process is not 
decidable. 

Example (5Ib) is the metathesis form of the 'actual' from an underlying stem,./~y'dq'/. 
(51a) shows that glide obstruentization foIlows the process of sonoran! cluster splitting 
(discussed in section 3.1): ~yiJq/ ... ~iJydq/ ... ~iJCdq/. 

3.3. The 'actual' or stems that are not eve, cevex, or xevCVX. All stems whose shapes 
have not yet been discussed take the glottal stop infIX form of the 'actual'. These include 
XCVVCX and CVCCX stems and those where the stressed vowel occurs at the end. 

The stems in examples (52)-(55) are underlying XVVc, and the stems in (56)-(58) end 
in a stressed vowel. Each of these stems is based on roots ending in a stressed vowel. This 
root shape is very rare; the examples given here are the only ones I have recorded. 

523. ~walJ 

b. ~wa1;)Ij 

'weep' 
'weeping' 

IOSee Montier 1986 for discussion and examples of this process. This alternation is 
apparently not completely automatic. Many cases of /w/ and /y/ do not alternute at all, 
while in some cases the alternations occur in apparently free distribution. And in a 
numher of forms, the ohstruent occurs if stress follows and the sonorunt occurs when 
stress precedes. In suffixes a /y/ or /w/ surfaces only when it is glottalized in the 
'actual', otherwise it is It/ or /kW!. 

53a. net 
h. ne-/;>t 

54a. set 
b. kW~_se1;>t 

55a. i;)l)<!s 

'name it' 
'naming it' 

'send him' 
'sending him' 

b. kW~ _ ~;)1)t!1;>s 
'remove it' 

'removing it' 

56a. 1;>n'16 
b. 'l:m'/67;) 

57a. 'l'dl~dw't'· 
b. 1iJl~iJw'e1::1 

58a. 9iJI)<! 
b. 9;)qe1d 

'come' 
'coming' 

'pit-lamp' 
'pit-lamping' 

'carry on back' 
'carrying on back' 
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In (52) the root is liwa! and has the l-iJrY 'control middle' suffIX. II In (53) and (54) the 
suffIX is the 'control transitivizer' /-dt/ and in (54) it is /-dS/, what I have caIled the 'effort 
transitivizer' (Montier 1986). The schwa is regularly deleted when immediately following 
another vowel. A final glottal stop preceded by a stressed vowel is regularly followed hy all 
excrescent schwa as in (56b)-(58b). None of the 'actual' forms in (52)-(58) achieve the 
CVCC target, but the placement of the infIX in these examples is like that of the infIXed 
forms in examples (20)-(26) in that it is positioned after the vowel of a stressed open 
sylIable. 

IIIn Montier 1986 this form was incorrectly analyzed as containing the root !~WaarY 
with the infIX splitting the geminate. It is clear to me now that this is a CV root with the 
vowel sounding sometimes long and sometimes short. A very regular process assimilates 
a schwa to another vowel across a glottal stop so that (52b) will sound like l~wa1ari/ 
and (53b) will sound like /ne1et/. In a functioning writing system that some of the 
Saanich people (primarily the late Dave Elliot of Tsartlip (West Saanich) Reserve) have 
developed on their own without the help of a linguist, the word represented in (52h) is 
consistently written XO,E~. The comma is the symbol for the glottal stop and E is the 
consistent symbol for /;'/. The native speakers' judgement thus supports the analysis 
given here. 
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Stems having the shape xeveex are not common, The 'non-actual' stem of example 
(59) is a rare evee root, It is the only such root I have recorded in the 'actual', In 
Qamph: (60) the glottal stop is infIXed into the suffix I-eis;)'l/ 'watd, 

59a. ~apt 

b. la?pt 

6Oa. c'!,wMs;)? 
b. c'!,weNs;)'1 

'whistle' 
'whistling' 

'spit' 
'spitting' 

'h' ~ two examples the basic stem already conforms to the evee target of the 'actual', 

<on. The 'actual' in Saanich is not an affIX in the ordinary sense, The 'actual' 
r ,:ot rule can be considered to be a procedure whose primary goal is to close the 

: i'i' d syllable. The infIXed forms such as (25)-(35) are not proportionately represented 
1'terL In fact, this is the form of well over half of recorded instances of the 'actual', In 
ticse cases and in cases like (52)-(58), which do not achieve the evee pattern, the 'actual' 
i()rmed by closing an open stressed syllable. Thus the most common realization of the 

ml' closes the stressed syllable and at the same time produces the evee structure which 
, ",iell becomes the pattern for the formation of the 'actual' for those stems whose stressed 
, vowel is already in a closed syllable, that is, those that take reduplication or metathesis, In 

Ofher words the procedure for forming the 'actual' from a 'non-actual' stem seems to be: 
i!1ose the stressed syllable (with /?/); if it is already closed, achieve the prototypical closed 
syllable (CVeC) using the segmental material already available. 

This prototype can be represented as a cvee template, similar to those proposed for 
Semitic languages by McCarthy (1983), which must attach to the stressed vowel of the stem. 
The segments of the stem link autosegmentally to this template from left to right. (61)
(63) suggest how this relinking might be accomplished, 

61. Metathesis 

9 , 9 , 
I I I I "- I 
eeve evee 

I I 
;) :l 

8~;)t e;,~t 

62, Reduplication 

i p' 
I I 
eve 

I a 

iap' 

63, InfIX to eveve stem 

w q s 
I ~ , I 
eveve 

I I e ;) 

i p' 
/'--- I 
evee 

I a 

iaip' [ia;;)p') 

'/ 

i I ( i 
eve eve 

I I e ;) 

we?q;)s 
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The feature [+constricted glottis] is always associated with the 'actual' morpheme. It 
spreads to all post-tonic [+sonorant] consonants. In the infIXed forms such as (63) this 
feature, represented here as I?I on a separate tier, links to the empty e slot. 

This solution provides a unified phonological statement for three phonetically dissimilar 
allomorphs, reduplication, infIXation, and metathesis, Whether or not this particular solution 
is correct, I expect that an approach such as this will be useful in explaining the distribution 
of the radical morphological processes of this and other morphemes having phonetically 
dissimilar but predictable allomorphs12 in Saanich and in other Salishan languages, 

120ne such morpheme is the Saanich 'plural', which is ordinarily indicated by a /;)1/ 
infIX after the first consonant of the root. But if the stressed vowel is /;;/, the plural is 
marked by e1 reduplication and the change of the stressed vowel to /1/. And if the stem 
is one eve syllable, the 'plural' is a tII;,/ infIX after the vowel. 
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